Symbolic execution is capable of automatically generating tests that achieve high coverage. However, its practical use is limited by the scalability problem. To mitigate it, this paper proposes State Concretization based Symbolic Execution (SCSE). SCSE speeds up symbolic execution via state concretization. Specifically, by introducing a concrete store, our approach avoids invoking the constraint solver to check path feasibility at conditional instructions. Intuitively, there is no need to check the feasibility of a path along a concrete execution since it is always feasible. With state concretization, the number of solver queries greatly decreases, thus improving the efficiency of symbolic execution. Through experimental evaluation on real programs, we show that state concretization helps to speed up symbolic execution significantly.
Introduction
Symbolic execution (SE) has emerged as a popular technique for software testing [1] . The method feeds program with symbolic inputs instead of concrete ones, and extends instruction semantic to handle symbolic variables. By systematically walking through the path space, all behaviors of a program without regard to loops or recursions can be covered. SE is thus powerful for generating high-coverage test suites. Higher coverage often implies higher probability to expose security bugs.
Despite the great promise, existing SE approaches are unlikely to scale beyond small applications. The scalability problem mainly stems from the path explosion phenomenon and constraint solving overhead. Path space often explodes because there is an exponential relationship between the number of conditionals and the number of paths. On the other hand, since constraint solving is essentially an NPcomplete problem, its cost almost always dominates everything else. These performance issues are major hurdles limiting the practical use of symbolic execution.
To alleviate the constraint solving overhead, the literature has proposed many approaches. For instance, Counterexample caching [2] stores constraint solving results as counterexamples for later reuse. Concretization in concolic execution [3] reduces complex constraints into simpler ones. Speculative symbolic execution [4] invokes the constraint solver only when the number of unsolved path conditions is accumulated to a specified number. Despite these optimizations, constraint solving is still the most dominant in SE. As is shown in prior work [2] , constraint solving consumes 40% ∼ 90% of the whole runtime. The experiments of speculative symbolic execution [4] also shows that constraint solving dominates most of the runtime. This paper proposes a new form of symbolic execution named State Concretization based Symbolic Execution (SCSE). SCSE speeds up standard symbolic execution by eliminating redundant constraint solver queries, and hence alleviates the scalability problem. The key idea to achieve this goal is state concretization. That is, a state in standard symbolic execution is extended by introducing a concrete store, thus creating a new form of program state representation. In standard symbolic execution, when a conditional instruction is encountered, the constraint solver should be invoked to check the feasibility of two branches. But in SCSE, such feasibility checking can be eliminated. With state concretization, we can achieve the same effect by consistency checking, i.e. checking whether there is a concrete store that is consistent with the path condition. Our idea comes from an intuition: if there is a concrete execution along the path, the path must be feasible. In addition, by strategically updating the concrete store, the overhead of consistency checking is kept low. In general, state concretization allows SCSE to eliminate the constraint solver queries for feasibility checking, and hence speeds up symbolic execution significantly.
Even though SCSE adopts the similar idea of concretization as in concolic execution, there are major differences between them. Concolic execution reasons a single path at a time. But every run needs to restart from the very beginning, and hence the same instructions are executed repeatedly. Our experimental results show that this re-execution could be very expensive in practice. However, SCSE clones the execution state at each conditional instruction and reasons multiple paths simultaneously. SCSE never re-executes previous instructions, thus avoiding redundant work.
As to counterexample caching [2] , one of the most popular constraint solving optimizations, SCSE also has a great advantage. Counterexample caching uses a sophisticated data structure derived from UBTree to map sets of constraints to concrete variable assignments (or a special sentinel if the constraint set is unsatisfiable). The results of previous similar queries can thus be reused. However, the Copyright c 2019 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers sophistication of its internal data structure brings overhead. Although much faster than querying the solver, searching in the cache still takes a lot of time. Besides, the cache consumes much memory, which may become a heavy burden when a large program is handled. However, in SCSE, the concrete store is so simple that both its computational overhead and memory consumption are very low. These observations have been confirmed in our experimental analysis.
In this paper, we describe the details of SCSE algorithm and discuss its effectiveness. We also evaluate it using benchmarks from the 2018 Competition on Software Verification and the GNU Coreutils suite. The former are verification tasks with complex control-flow structures. The latter are representatives of the system code in Unix/Linux which are challenging for SE. Results show that SCSE can have a great speedup over the state-of-the-art approaches. Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a new symbolic execution method called State Concretization based Symbolic Execution (SCSE), which mitigates the scalability problem by reducing constraint solving overhead.
• We precisely define state concretization and prove an important property related, which is crucial to the efficiency of our method.
• We have implemented SCSE on top of KLEE to extend the scalability of this symbolic executor.
• We have experimentally and empirically compared our new method with the state-of-the-art approaches. We show that our method is effective to enhance symbolic execution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews standard symbolic execution. Section 3 elaborates the details of SCSE. Section 4 reports the experimental results and discusses the effectiveness of SCSE. Finally, Sects. 5 and 6 review the related work and conclude.
Background of Symbolic Execution
We begin with some background knowledge of symbolic execution (SE) to make sense of what follows. A program P consists of a set V of variables and a set Insns of instructions. Let V in ⊆ V be marked as symbolic, and Val be the value space. A test input is a mapping t : V in → Val. A test suite T is a set of test inputs. The aim of SE is to compute a test suite T , which could cover the path space as much as possible.
An instruction insn ∈ Insns can be a conditional if(e) then goto , an assignment v := e, abort, which represents the faulty termination, or halt, which represents the normal termination. With proper code transformations, the above instruction types are sufficient to represent the semantic of arbitrary codes.
Essentially, SE feeds programs with symbolic values as input and outputs the results as functions of symbolic values. Standard SE traverses the path space of a program by maintaining symbolic program states. A symbolic state contains an instruction location , a symbolic store Δ and a path condition Π. The symbolic store represents the symbolic values of program variables. The path condition is a boolean formula whose satisfying assignment can drive the concrete execution along the current path. When an assignment instruction is encountered, the symbolic store is updated. When a conditional instruction is encountered, both branches are taken and the state is forked. For each branch, the corresponding condition is added into the path condition and the constraint solver is invoked to check the feasibility. When the end of a path is reached, the constraint solver is invoked again to generate a satisfying test input. Eventually, the symbolic states generated form a symbolic execution tree.
Consider the program in Fig. 1 , which has two input variables x, y. Figure 2 shows its symbolic execution tree. We choose the commonly used depth first search (DFS) to explore the tree. In the initial state s 0 , the symbolic store is initialized as Δ[x → X, y → Y], where symbols X and Y represent the input. The path condition Π is initialized as true . Execution forks when the conditional if (x<0) is encountered. The constraints, X < 0 and X ≥ 0 , are added to the path conditions of the two branches, respectively. The feasibility is checked by querying the solver. Both branches are feasible here. Two successive states s 1 and s 8 thus rejoin the worklist. Next, we explore s 1 , whose corresponding instruction is an assignment x = -x. The symbolic store is then updated to Δ[x → −X, y → Y], generating state s 2 . The following steps are similar. When a leaf (e.g. s 5 ) is ex-plored, the solver is invoked to generate a test input. Clearly, there are ten queries in total, six (the corresponding nodes in Fig. 2 are marked blue) of which are to check feasibility and the other four (marked red) are to generate test inputs.
In the remainder of this paper, we shall present our new approach, State Concretization based Symbolic Execution, which can reduce the number of constraint solver queries significantly.
State Concretization Based Symbolic Execution

A Motivating Example
State Concretization based Symbolic Execution (SCSE) attempts to speed up standard symbolic execution by eliminating redundant constraint solver queries. During the exploration, SCSE maintains concretized symbolic states instead of the pure symbolic states in standard symbolic execution.
In addition to an instruction location , a symbolic store Δ s and a path condition Π, each concretized state also contains a concrete store Δ c , which represents the concrete values of program variables. During SCSE, the concrete store Δ c may be inconsistent with the path condition Π. That is, under the constraint of Π, the concrete execution of the program can not reach a state where all concrete values of program variables is the same as Δ c . By contrast, if Δ c is consistent with Π, the path must be feasible since there is already a concrete execution along this path. With the help of the concrete store, the feasibility checking at conditionals can be eliminated. Instead the consistency of a state should be checked. Besides, by strategically updating the concrete store, the overhead of consistency checking is kept low. Overall, consistency checking is much cheaper than feasibility checking.
In this subsection, we illustrate the main idea behind SCSE using an example. Consider the program in Fig. 1 again. Its corresponding symbolic execution tree is shown in Fig. 2 
. Since x = 5 steers the concrete execution into the "else" branch but the concrete stores of both branches stay unchanged, we immediately know that s 1 is inconsistent and s 8 is consistent. For s 8 , it is unnecessary to invoke the constraint solver because the "else" branch must be feasible, or the consistent concrete store cannot exist. For the inconsistent state s 1 , which represents the "then" branch, the feasibility is not yet known. Therefore, s 8 can continue execution without additional work, while s 1 should be made consistent before continuing execution. To make s 1 consistent, we attempt to reconstruct a new consistent concrete store to replace the old one. To do so, we invoke the constraint solver to get a satisfying assignment of the path condition X < 0 . We assume getting 
. s 1 is then consistent and can continue execution. Besides, in the process of reconstruction, a test input replaying this path is generated simultaneously. Hence there is no need to invoke the constraint solver at the end of the path. Repeating this process, we can explore the whole symbolic execution tree. Note that the inconsistent state only exactly appears at one branch after a conditional is executed. As a result, the number of solver queries is equal to the number of conditionals. Therefore, a total of three queries are generated during SCSE. In contrast, the number is ten during standard symbolic execution, as is shown in Sect. 2.
From this example, we can see how state concretization helps to eliminate redundant constraint solver queries. Generally speaking, in standard symbolic execution, solver queries are mainly for feasibility checking and test input generation. But in SCSE, solver queries for feasibility checking are elminated, while solver queries for test input generation are shifted to the reconstruction of concrete stores. Consequently, the number of solver queries greatly decreases.
Overall Algorithm
The pseudocode of SCSE is presented in Algorithm 1. At a high level, SCSE functions as an engine to traverse the sym-bolic execution tree of a program. Given a program P and an initial state, SCSE keeps exploring new program paths and generating new test inputs. That is, it should always be able to generate a test input that replays a feasible path.
In this algorithm, a concretized state is represented as a quadruple ( , Π, Δ s , Δ c ), where is an instruction location, Π is the path condition, Δ s is the symbolic store and Δ c is the concrete store. A concretized state is said to be consistent if its concrete store Δ c is consistent with its path condition Π. That is, under the constraint of Π, the concrete execution of the program can reach a state where all concrete values of program variables are the same as Δ c . A formal definition of state consistency will be given in the next subsection.
In line 2, the algorithm initializes the worklist with a state representing the start of the program. In each iteration of the while loop, the work can be roughly divided into three parts: state selection, consistency checking, and state execution. State Selection. The select function selects the next state to process, and removes it from the worklist W. There are a variety of strategies for selecting the next state, such as DFS, random, generational search or other search heuristics. Consistency checking. Before executing the selected state, we check its consistency in Line 5. If it is inconsistent, the subprocedure reconcretize is invoked in Line 6 to reconstruct a new consistent concrete store. This reconstruction process is called state reconcretization, of which more details will be given below. State execution. After ensuring that the current state is consistent, SCSE switches over the instruction types in Line 7.
• At a bug location, when an abort is encountered, we report the bug, terminate the state, and go on for next iteration. (see Line 8 to 9)
• At the end of a normal path, when a halt is encountered, we terminate the state and go on for next iteration. (see Line 10 to 11)
• For an assignment v := e, e is evaluated symbolically to e s and concretely to e c . Then the symbolic store Δ s and the concrete store Δ c are both updated. (see Line 12 to 15)
• For a conditional if(e) then goto , we evaluate the condition e both symbolically and concretely. This results in a symbolic condition e s and a concrete conditon e c . The current state is then forked into two concurrent executions: one following the "then" branch, the other, the "else". The path constraints are updated by doing the assignment Π ← Π e s and Π ← Π ¬e s , respectively. The symbolic store and concrete store both stay unchanged. (see Line 16 to 20)
Consistency Checking
Each time a state is selected to be executed, its consistency should be checked first. Consistency checking is crucial to the overall performance since every loop should do this work. To this end, we formally define state consistency as follows to study this concept further: 
. According to Definition 3.1, t is also a satisfiable assignment for Π since S 0 is consistent. Moreover, in c and ¬c there is only one that is true over t. If c is true, t satisfies Π c of S 1 and does not satisfy Π ¬c of S 2 . As a result, S 1 is consistent and S 2 is inconsistent. If c is false, t satisfies Π ¬c of S 2 and does not satisfy Π c of S 1 . Hence S 1 is inconsistent and S 2 is consistent. To sum up, only one of S 1 and S 2 is consistent. This completes the proof.
According to Theorem 3.1, we directly obtain an efficient method to check the consistency of a state. As stated in the proof, only one of the two states generated is consistent when a conditional instruction is executed. In addition, which one is consistent is determined by the concrete value of the condition c. That is, if S orig .Δ c [c] = true, the state for the "then" branch is consistent; otherwise, the state for the "else" branch is consistent. This information is attached to each state as a flag for later inspection. More specifically, we add a flag variable consistent to each state to indicate its consistency. The rule of updating consistent is as follows: for conditionals, S then .consistent = S orig .Δ c [c] and S else .consistent = ¬S orig .Δ c [c] ; for other instruction types, the flag stays unchanged. As a result, the task of consistency checking can be efficiently accomplished by simply checking the flag.
State Reconcretization
When found to be inconsistent, the selected state should be made consistent by state reconcretization. Specifically, the aim is to produce a concrete store that is consistent with the given path condition Π. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2.
First, we attempt to get a satisfying assignment of the path condition Π by invoking the constraint solver. If we fail, we know that the current path is infeasible and terminate the corresponding state. If we successfully obtain an assignment t, we add it into the test suite T in Line 2. Then we use the assignment t and the current symbolic store Δ s to reconstruct a new concrete store Δ c . In fact, for any state in SCSE, variables in a symbolic store and those in a concrete store have an one-to-one correspondence relationship with each other. Each variable in the symbolic store is either a symbolic expression (input-dependent) or a concrete value (input-independent). If it is symbolic, we evaluate the symbolic expression over the assignment t, get a concrete result, and add the result into Δ c . If it is already concrete, we directly add the value into Δ c . Line 3 ∼ 9 describes this reconstruction process. 
Evaluation
Experimental Implementation
We have implemented SCSE on top of KLEE, an opensource symbolic executor for LLVM bitcode. KLEE is a typical implementation of standard symbolic execution. KLEE mainly consists of an LLVM virtual machine to interpret LLVM instructions, an adaptive search engine to systematically explore program states, as well as a powerful constraint solver STP to determine path feasibility and compute test inputs. We have extended KLEE to support SCSE as follows.
• State Concretization. We introduced a concrete store to extend the state representation. Class Expr, the base class of all kinds of variables, was extended with a concrete value.
• Semantic Extension. The interpreter was extended to update the concrete store when executing an instruction. Most of this task was delegated to the creation of different kinds of Exprs.
• State Reconcretization. A state should be reconcretized if it was inconsistent. The objects to be reconcretized included global variables, heap objects and local variables.
Besides, we simulated concolic execution by further modifying SCSE. Before presenting the modification, we briefly describe how concolic execution works. Concolic execution starts with some given or random input, gathers symbolic constraints on inputs at conditionals along the execution, and then invokes a constraint solver to infer variants of the previous inputs. Once the current path ends, a testinput variant is strategically selected to steer the next execution toward an alternative feasible path. By systematically repeating this process, all feasible paths can be explored.
Our modification for concolic execution mainly consisted of three parts. Firstly, when a conditional is encountered, execution directly transferred to one of the two branches according to the concrete store and no longer forked. Secondly, a container was used to maintain testinput variants. Finally, when a path ended, a test input was strategically selected from the container to form an initial state and execution restarted.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate SCSE using multiple benchmarks with respect to four research questions:
RQ1. Does state concretization reduce the number of constraint solver queries? We show that symbolic execution with state concretization generates much fewer solver queries than without.
RQ2.
Since redundant state exploration is the bottleneck of concolic execution, does SCSE overcome this problem? We show that SCSE explore much fewer states than concolic execution, thus no longer suffering from redundant state exploration.
RQ3.
How about the efficiency of SCSE? We show that SCSE decreases the overall runtime significantly.
RQ4.
How about the overhead of state concretization? We show that the computational overhead of state concretization is very low. We also show that, although slightly higher than standard SE, the memory consumption of SCSE is much lower than SE with counterexample caching.
Evaluation Setup
We used KLEE 1.4.0 compiled with LLVM 3.4.2 and STP 2.1.2 as the constraint solver. Our implementations for SCSE and concolic execution were based on this version too. All experiments were conducted on a server running Ubuntu 16.04, equipped with a dual-core Intel processor at 2.7GHz and 4GB of RAM.
We created two benchmarks: the 2018 Competition on 
test input from the container of test-input variants).
Benchmark 1: sv-comp18. We chose six programs from ntdrivers-simplified and ssh-simplified instances. These programs are artificial verification tasks with complex control-flow structures. By limiting the maximum loop iterations to 10, we ensure that the path space of each program is finite and hence can be entirely explored. To comply with KLEE's standards, they were slightly modified, for example, using KLEE's API klee make symbolic to import a symbolic value. This benchmark was mainly used to answer the first two research questions. Benchmark 2: GNU Coreutils. We selected 33 programs without random behaviour from the GNU Coreutils suite. The details of selection will be described below. We used Coreutils to validate the effectiveness of SCSE and to evaluate the overhead since the Coreutils suite was originally used by KLEE and other researchers to evaluate their systems. These programs are real medium-size programs in the Unix/Linux operating system. They are challenging for symbolic execution because they extensively use error checking code as well as complicated data structures such as trees and lists. Unless otherwise specified, the argument configuration of each program was the same as in prior work [2] .
Solver Query and State Exploration
To answer the first two research questions, we conducted an experiment on the six programs from sv-comp18. For each program, we ran three kinds of analysis: standard symbolic execution (abbreviated as SE), concolic execution (abbreviated as concolic), and SCSE. We recorded the number of states explored (n s ) and the number of queries generated (n q ) after exploring the whole path space. Table 1 presents the results. The relationship of the three analyses with respect to n q and n s is particularly interesting: 1) for n q , SCSE is the same as concolic execution, but much less than standard symbolic execution; 2) for n s , SCSE is the same as standard symbolic execution, but much less than concolic execution.
Randomness Elimination
To answer the remaining two research questions, we conducted experiments on real programs from the Coreutils suite. To ensure that results accross runs were comparable, we first made KLEE behave deterministically. KLEE has random behaviour mainly because it relies on a wide variety of timeouts, concrete memory addresses and other environmental values. To eliminate the randomness as much as possible, we disabled Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) in Ubuntu, used depth-first search strategy, turned on the "allocate-determ" command line argument and relied on TCMalloc [6] to deterministically allocate memory. Originally, there are 100 real programs in the Coreutils suite. From these programs, we selected a subset that could behave deterministically.
(1) We ran KLEE (standard) with a time limit of 30 minutes. Then the number of instructions executed and the execution trace were recorded.
(2) We ran KLEE again, but stopped when the number of instructions executed reached the value obtained in step (1) . (3) We compared the execution traces between steps (1) and (2) . If there was any mismatch, the corresponding program was discarded.
After these steps, we discarded 67 programs and had 33 left. Table 2 lists the 33 programs for which execution was deterministic. The programs left were considered for further analysis.
Effectiveness
We evaluate the effectiveness of SCSE by assessing its ability to speed up symbolic execution. For each program, we limited the number of instructions executed to the value obtained from step (1) in Sect. 4.2.3, and ran four kinds of analysis: concolic execution, pure SE, SE with counterexample caching (abbreviated as SE-cex), and SCSE. We configured SE-cex by adding the argument "use-cex-cache=true" to the command line of KLEE. To ensure that the same part of the execution tree is explored, we modified the instruction counting mechanism in concolic execution to exclude repeated instructions. Table 2 summarizes the results. For each analysis, we report the runtime in seconds. Then we compute the speed-up of SCSE over other three analyses. Programs are sorted by the speed-up of SCSE over pure SE (the column marked grey).
The results in Table 2 show that SCSE indeed improves performance significantly in many cases. Specifically, there are 22 programs for which SCSE speeds up pure SE by more than 2.0x. The largest improvement occurs at fmt with speed-up of 15.88x. Besides, SCSE never negatively impacts performance compared with pure SE. Even the small- est speed-up is up to 1.56x. On average, the speed-up of SCSE over pure SE reaches 2.46x. The results also show that SCSE outperforms concolic execution. Although there are cases (e.g. cksum) where no significant speed-up can be seen, there is no case where SCSE causes noticeable performance degradation. A total of 29 programs obtain speed-ups by more than 2.0x. The most amazing improvement is for basename with speed-up of 46.61x. On average, the speed-up of SCSE over concolic execution reaches 7.17x.
As to SE-cex, one of the most powerful constraint solving optimizations, SCSE also shows remarkable advantages with an average speed-up by 1.42x. Of the 33 programs, there are only 9 where SCSE runs slower than SE-cex. For the other programs, SCSE always runs faster. The largest improvement can be seen for expr with speed-up of 9.10x. In addtion, we have found that counterexample caching greatly improves pure SE, which accords to the finding in prior work [2] .
Overhead
To evaluate the overhead incurred by SCSE, we measured the time spent on state reconcretization, which does not exist in other SE approaches. The time of reconcretization and its percentage in total runtime is listed in the last two columns in Table 2 . Remarkably, the average percentage is 0.19% and even the maximum is only 0.56%.
Memory consumption could be a serious concern when large programs are tested. Hence we also measured the maximal memory used at a point of time during the execution of different approaches. The results in Fig. 3 shows the relationship: concolic >SE-cex >SCSE >SE. Specifically, concolic execution and SE-cex consume much more memory than the SCSE and pure SE. In addition, SCSE only consumes slightly more memory than pure SE.
Discussion
Our experiments so far show that state concretization can effectively reduce the number of constraint solver queries and speed up symbolic execution. In this subsection, we discuss an empirical formula to estimate the performance of symbolic executors. Based on the formula and our collected data, we explain why SCSE works well.
The work of SE can be divided into three parts: state execution, constraint solving, and other auxiliary work. The time of state execution is approximately proportional to the number of generated states, and the time of constraint solving is approximately proportional to the number of solver queries. To empirically estimate the total runtime, we ignore the approximation. Then we have the following formula,
where T denotes the total runtime, n s denotes the number of states generated, n q denotes the number of solver queries, k 1 and k 2 are two corresponding coefficients, and C is the time of other auxiliary work. In Formula 1, some complicated details are abstracted away, such as different execution time of different instructions and different solving time of different symbolic formulas. k 1 and k 2 can thus be regarded as constants. Auxiliary work may include initialization, gathering statistics and so on. These are not our focus and C can be regarded as constant too.
Essentially, to symbolically execute a program is to explore its symbolic execution tree. Through analyzing the relationship of n s and n q with the tree structure, we can estimate the total runtime of symbolic executors. Let a binary tree T be the execution tree of a given program P, and n 0 be a bound of the maximum number of leaf nodes, n 1 be that of degree-1 nodes, n 2 be that of degree-2 nodes. If P does not contain any loop or recursion, such bounds are guaranteed to exist. If P contains input-dependent loops or recursions, the number of execution paths may be infinite. In practice, however, these bounds can always be enforced by simply limiting the resources used, such as time or memory. N = n 0 + n 1 + n 2 is the total number of nodes in T .
Given such bounds, the number of solver queries n q can be calculated as follows:
• pure SE. n q = 2·n 2 +n 0 = 3·n 0 −2. The 2·n 2 item means 
that the solver is invoked twice for the feasibility checking at each branch instruction. The second item n 0 means that the solver is invoked at the end of a path to generate a test input. Note that for a binary tree, n 0 = n 2 + 1.
• Concolic execution. n q = n 0 . Every solver query is used to compute a test input, which replays a unique path.
• SCSE. n q = n 0 . Similar to concolic execution.
The number of states explored n s can be calculated as follows:
• pure SE. n s = N. All states in T are explored without repetition. (N denotes the total number of nodes in T .)
• Concolic execution. n s N. States are repeatedly explored since each run restarts from the very beginning. The exact value of n s closely relates to the tree structure. We make an estimate here. T is assumed to be a perfect binary tree. The number of nodes from the root to a leaf is thus log (N + 1). There are (N+1) 2 leaves in total. Therefore,
· log (N + 1). Although in practice the tree structure is probably far from perfect, the result has the same order of magnitude in the sense of probability distribution. What's more, things may get worse if there is a lot of degree-1 nodes near the root. It appears that n s can be much greater than N in practice.
• SCSE. n s = N. Similar to pure SE. Table 3 summarizes the results, which are roughly in line with our collected data. Compared with pure SE, SCSE avoids unnecessary feasibility checking, thus generating much fewer solver queries. Compared with concolic execution, SCSE avoids redundant symbolic re-execution, thus exploring much fewer states. However, we also notice that the specific values of n s and n q do not strictly adhere to the empirical calculation. For example, for clnt2t, n q of pure SE is 678, while n q of SCSE is 337. There is no 3 times relationship between them, not adhering to the empirical calculation above. This deviation is probably because in empirical calculation we only consider queries for feasibility checking and test input generation, while in practice queries also occur at symbolic pointer concretization, array index validation and so on. In addition, in practice the structure of the symbolic execution tree is far from perfect, thus making n s deviate.
Despite these abstractions in the empirical calculation, we emphasize that the data (n s and n q ) of SCSE is the smallest of these approaches. That's why SCSE works well. More directly and clearly, the runtime data in Table 2 shows that SCSE runs faster than pure SE and concolic execution.
As regards the comparison with counterexample caching, SCSE does perform worse for some programs. This is not surprising because the performance of counterexample caching is closely related to the cache-hit rate. Given DFS as the exploration strategy, the cache-hit rate mainly depends on the specific structure of the tested program. When the constraints generated for a particular program are cache-friendly, counterexample caching behaves very well, as expected.
Nevertheless, according to the data in the eighth column of Table 2 , we emphasize that on average SCSE runs much faster than SE-cex. In fact, the running speed of SEcex may be slowed down by the maintenance of the complicated cache structure and the low cache-hit rate when the constraints generated are not cache-friendly. On the other hand, the computational overhead of state concretization mainly stems from the reconstruction of the concrete store. The data in Table 2 provides compelling evidence that the overhead of state concretization is much lower than counterexample caching. More specifically, from the last two columns, we see that the reconstruction time in SCSE only takes up a very small part of the total runtime (less than 1%).
We also measured the memory consumption of these approaches, as Fig. 3 shows. Pure SE can be treated as a baseline. Basically, the memory consumption of SCSE is at the same level as that of pure SE. Our SCSE implementation directly benefits from KLEE by inheriting its copy-on-write mechanism (similar to sharing portions of memory pages across fork()), dramatically reducing per-state memory requirements [2] . What makes SCSE consume slightly more memory could be that SCSE needs to maintain a concrete store for each state whereas pure SE does not. Both pure SE and SCSE do not use complicated data structures like SEcex, whose counterexample cache needs to store massive sets of constraints; so pure SE and SCSE consume much less memory than SE-cex. This result clearly shows that SCSE has an advantage over SE-cex in terms of memory consumption.
With regard to concolic execution, our results show that it consumes the most memory. This may be surprising, but we must admit that what makes concolic execution consume massive memory is not its concretization mechanism but the representation of test-input variants in our implementation. As stated in previous sections, concolic execution needs to maintain many test-input variants to explore all paths. For each test input, a memory block is allocated to hold all its fields. Note that for two execution paths sharing a long common prefix, most fields of the test inputs are same. If we take advantage of this fact and use a compact test-input representation that can share the same fields, the memory consumption will be greatly reduced, probably reaching a level similar to that of pure SE. On the other hand, both pure SE and SCSE implement copy-on-write to share similar states and thus consume much less memory. Therefore, it is the representation of key data structures that causes the difference in memory consumption between concolic execution and SCSE, and we do not think this difference is essential. Despite this, we emphasize that SCSE still has an advantage over concolic execution in efficiency in terms of the number of states explored.
Future Work: Our experiments show that state concretization has better spatial performance than counterexample caching. Since memory exhaustion may result in state loss, bad spatial performance could be a serious problem when large programs are handled. The excellent spatial performance of SCSE implies its great potential on larger programs. To explore this potential could be one possible direction. In addition, there are other constraint solving optimizations in literature. State concretization should be able to cooperate with them. Hence another future direction could be to study their cooperation and to find out whether they interfere with each other.
Related Work
Symbolic execution was proposed in the 1970s [7] and has attracted the attention of academic research in recent years. The research can be divided into two primary directions: 1) to improve its efficiency; 2) to improve its applicability. SCSE focuses on improving efficiency. We thus mainly review the research in the first direction, followed by a brief discussion of the second.
Efficiency of Symbolic Execution
The scalability problem in symbolic execution mainly stems from two reasons: path explosion problem and constraint solving overhead. To attack the path explosion problem, various methods have been proposed, including: function summarization [8] , heuristic search [9] , [10] , state merging [11] , [12] , abstraction [13] , combining with static analysis [14] , [15] and so on.
On the other hand, plenty of work has attempted to alleviate the constraint solving overhead. A common approach is to reduce constraints into simpler forms. For instance, constraint independence optimization divides constraint sets into disjoint independent subsets [16] , and expression rewriting attempts to simplify constraints by using techniques from optimizing compilers such as constant folding, strength reduction and linear simplification [2] . In research [17] , bit operations are optimized by replacing parts of a symbolic variable with concrete values.
Another approach to unburden the constraint solver is to reuse previously computed solutions. EXE [16] creates a server process that can cache the results of constraint solutions and can answer queries from the execution engine. KLEE [2] implements counterexample caching, which uses a data structure derived from UBTree to map sets of constraints to concrete variable assignments, or to a special sentinel if the constraint set is unsatisfiable. Memoized symbolic execution [18] uses a trie-based data structure to record the choices taken when exploring different paths, thus allowing reusing similar queries accross runs. In research [19] , Cristian suggests transforming original programs to generate friendlier constraints. More recently, researchers in [20] propose a set of semantics-preserving transformations which can generate simpler constraints for array operations.
There are also other ways to alleviate the constraint solving overhead. For example, concretization in concolic execution [3] can replace a symbolic operand with a concrete value when the formula is hard for the solver, albeit at the cost of sacrificing soundness in the exploration. Speculative Symbolic Execution [4] invokes the constraint solver only when the number of unsolved path conditions is accumulated to a specified number.
SCSE adopts a new idea to attack the constraint solving overhead. Unlike previous approaches that treat all constraint solver queries indiscriminately, SCSE attempts to eliminate a specific type of queries. More specifically, our approach introduces a concrete store to eliminate solver queries for feasibility checking, on the premise of the same exploration effect. Besides, SCSE does not use complicated data structures like counterexample caching and memoized symbolic execution. State concretization is so simple that both its computational overhead and memory consumption are quite low. Although sharing a similarity with concretization in concolic execution, our approach avoids re-exploring previous states, thus overcoming the bottleneck of concolic execution.
Applicability of Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution has been applied to various software engineering areas, for instance, test input generation [21] , [22] , program verification [23] , [24] , vulnerability detection [25] , regression testing [14] , [26] program debugging [27] , [28] and document recovery [29] . The research [22] proposes an approach that combines symbolic execution and symbolic reachability analysis to generate high branch coverage test suite. Research [24] uses annotations to guide dynamic symbolic execution toward unverified program executions. In research [25] , symbolic execution is used to detect any violation of security requirements. In regression testing, DiSE [14] uses differences between two related program versions to guide the analysis. The research [27] presents an interprocedural backwards symbolic analysis to quickly find bugs. Docovery in research [29] leverages symbolic execution to fix broken documents without any prior knowledge of the file format.
Conclusion
We have proposed State Concretization based Symbolic Execution (SCSE), a new approach to enhance symbolic execution via state concretization. SCSE introduces a concrete store to reduce constraint solving time, which is almost always the most dominant in the total runtime of symbolic execution. We have implemented SCSE and evaluated it on real programs. The experimental results show that state concretization reduces the number of constraint solver queries, and hence speeds up symbolic execution significantly. We are confident that our findings can improve knowledge about mitigating the scalability problem of symbolic execution.
